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Abstract. At a problem seminar in Ithaca, New York, during

January 1969, James Eells raised the question (numbered 33 on the

circulated list) of whether a paracompact Freenet manifold admits

a locally finite cover by open sets, all of whose intersections are

contractible. This had been established in the separable case by

David Henderson, who obtained star-finite covers. This note

settles the case that the model space is a Banach space homeo-

morphic to its countably infinite Cartesian power. The cover

elements and all nonempty intersections are homeomorphic to the

model. A short proof that the nerve of the cover has the homotopy

type of the manifold is also included.

The purpose of this note is to observe the

Theorem. If E is a Banach space homeomorphic to its countably

infinite Cartesian power, then eacli paracompact E-manifolJ M possesses

a locally finite cover, closed under nonempty intersections, by open subsets

each homeomorphic to E.

The proof of this reduces quickly to that of the Proposition below in

the following way: It was shown in [8] that M is homeomorphic to KxE,

where K is some simplictal complex. (K is conceived as being embedded

piecewise-linearly in a Hilbert space of suitably high dimension with its

vertices members of an orthonormal basis and given the metric topology

induced from the norm of the Hilbert space. In fact, the complex of [8]

is locally finite-dimensional, i.e., for each vertex there is an upper bound

on the dimensions of the simplices containing it.) Because all contractible,

paracompact £-manifolds are homeomorphic [7], it is only necessary to

find a locally finite, open cover of K by contractible sets, all nonvoid

intersections of which are also contractible.

Proposition. If K is a simplicial complex embedded piecew ise-linearly

in a Hilbert space with its vertices in an orthonormal basis and with the

norm induced topology, then there is a locally-finite, open cover of K by

contractible open sets, all nonvoid intersections of which are also contractible.
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Proof. The open star st°(.v, A) of a point of A' is the union of all open

simplices of K whose closures contain .v. The symbol A" means the sub-

complex of Ä composed of all simplices of dimension no greater than n,

and the symbol A"1' means the «th barycentric subdivision of A. (We note

that the usual map A(n)->-A is a homeomorphism if Kin) is regarded as a

simplicial complex embedded as a Hilbert space in the same fashion A is.

A proof of this appears in [4].) Now let %={sf(v, Ka))\veK°}, and

(inductively) define

where -?/* is the union of all members of The collection °l/= U£L0 ̂ «

is the appropriate cover of A.

First, % covers A. This may be verified by setting, for each complex L,

5(L) = {AeL(1)|(A)°cr (L(1I)°\L0} and Bn+1(L)=B(B"(L)). Then,

This is true because a point x of A is not in if and only if its Aa)-

barycentric coordinates with respect to vertices of A" are all zero, which is a

restatement of the definition of B{K). If, now, for 0^w</< it is true that

K\U™o Wl=Bm+1(K), then A'\U?=0 <%*=Bn{K)\9/*t. Since by assump-

tion #B-{st°(», K(n+1))\ve(Kw)°nB"(K)}, a point x is in B"(K)\<&t if

and only if its (2?"(A'))a)-barycentric coordinate is zero with respect to

each vertex in (B"(K))°. This, though, is just the statement that x is in

B(B"(K)) = Bn+1(K). Thus, K\&* = f)^0 Bn+1(K)=f] Bn(K). How-

ever, for any ^-simplex A", B(An) is an (n— l)-complex, so AnC\Bn^1(K) =

0 for each w-simplex A" of A. Hence, Bn+1(K)^ K\Kn and f)"-i 0.

i.e.,    covers A'.

Second, with K given the Euclidean metric, that is, in A-barycentric

coordinates x={tv{x)}veK«, y={t„(y)}veK^ and

is locally finite. (This metric is the one adopted in [8].) To see this,

first note that since Kn n£"+l(A)= 0 and

= {st>, A(m+1>) I v e (A(™»)° n Bm(K)},

<%*+1 is contained in sX°((K{n+1))°\Kn, A(n+2)). Also, for any complex L,

subcomplex L% of L, and vertex v in L0^, st°(v, L(1))nst°(L1, L(1))=0.

Thus, st0((A"!"+1))°\An, A(n+2))nst°(Ar', A(n+2))=0, and any open set

lying in st°(A'\ A<"+2>), misses D^K+m-

n

K\ U     = 5"+1(A).

d(x,y) =   2 ~
1 '2

UeJC°
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Therefore all that is necessary is to check that for each n, U"=l Jti j is

locally finite. Now, by its very definition, each is disjoint. Further,

for x in K and A"1 the carrier of x, i.e., the closure of the open simplex of

K containing .v, st°(.v, Kin'2)) misses all elements of <&} but those denned

by starring vertices which lie in Am. But, since there are only finitely many

vertices in (A"')"", at most that many members of -fts meet st°(.x, X^"4-2'),

and    is locally finite.

Finally, all intersections of members of JÜ are contractible, since if

Ui, • • • , Un are in % and have a nonnull intersection, there must be

integers mx, ■ ■ , m, such that /_<',£#,„ and w,-t*w4 if iy&j. Assume that

the Ui's are so indexed that mi<.mi whenever i<j. Then because Ut =

tta(Vi, Kin<+1)) for some vertex vt of K{n,), it must be true that vjeOt for

each j > /, as otherwise

Ü, = st(p,-, K"'^l)),      Us = st°(i>„ Kin'+1)) = st0(v„ KtnM+in'-ni)))

and (unless v^O,), st°(v}, K<n'+1Hn'-'")))r\Oi=0. This shows that

UiCMJj is merely the topological interior in K of the star of vt in 0t with

respect to the triangulation induced from K(n'+V and must be therefore

contractible. An induction shows D/U Ut is contractible, and the Theorem

is proved.

Remarks, (a) It is not known at present whether or not all Banach

spaces of infinite dimension are homeomorphic to their countably infinite

Cartesian powers, but it is known [1] that all infinite-dimensional

reflexive Banach spaces are homeomorphic to Hilbert spaces and [2] that

all infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces are homeomorphic to their count-

ably infinite Cartesian powers.

(b) David Henderson ([5] and [6]) proved this theorem in the separable

case, obtaining star-finite covers.

(c) A somewhat more detailed explanation of the contractibility of

("I"-! Ui (in the above proof) is as follows: Since {''„juHiLi Uc is starlike

about v„, there is a contraction

of it to vn with the property that F(f)i~i f,x[0, l))<=fli2=i U{. Also,

because each v{ is in

there is a homotopy G from the identity map of {rjuflw U( to a map

of it into Hf-i ^ such that G(f|"-i Utx[0, 1])<= U"=1 Ut. (This may be
constructed by first "sliding" v„ toward r„_, into UnC\U„_x, then

"sliding" the image of vn toward vn_2 into Un(~\Un_1C\Un_2, and so on.)

Then H(x, t) = G(F(x, t), t) contracts D"-i U{.

i-l

n mv» k )\UA,
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Corollary. If E is a Banach space homeomorphic to its count ably

infinite Cartesian power, then each paracompact E-manifold M has a

locally finite open cover (by topological E-balls, any nonempty intersection

of which is an E-ball) whose nerve is of the same homotopy type as M.

Proof. It is sufficient to consider the cover °U of the complex K con-

structed in the proof of the Proposition and to show that its nerve N is &

subdivision of the complex Kx consisting of K given the weak topology,

since a theorem of Dowker [3] demonstrates that A\ is of the same

homotopy type as K, which is (homeomorphic to) a strong deformation

retract of M.

Therefore consider the following subdivision S(Aj) of K\\ For each

simplex A" of Kt, consider all («+l)-tup'ies (v0, • ■ • , vn) of vertices of

(A")1"1 such that there exists a sequence an, a'"1, ■ ■ ■ , o° of simplices

with a* in fi»-<(An)(1>—here, 5°(An)=A»—such that |ct!'|=> la''-1! for

l^/^n and t>1=(o-"^)0^^'""'(A")0. Then (v0,---,vn) is to be an

w-simplex of S(A"). Now, S(A'1) is to be the subdivision of A", which

reduces to 5(A") on each A" in Kv An alternate description of 5(AX) is

this: Let S0(A'1) = A'1, and let Sn(Ki) be defined inductively for positive n

to be the stellar subdivision of 5„_1(A1) which induces the first bary-

centric subdivision on Ä',_1(A'1) and introduces no new vertices off

Bn~\Kx). The simplices of 5(a0 are then those of U"„0

Now, the nerve N of W is the simplicial complex (with the weak topol-

ogy) whose vertices are the elements of SU and whose «-simplices are the

(«+l)-tuples of elements of ^ which have a nonempty intersection.

Each U in ^ is the open star of vv in A("+1> for some positive n where

vv is in Bn(K)0, and hence is a vertex of S(A\). Furthermore, each vertex

of 5(AX) is the "center" vv of a member U of Hence, the correspond-

ence U^-Vr; is a natural isomorphism of the vertices of N onto those of

5(A"1), and it remains to verify that it extends to a simplicial isomorphism.

If (U0, ■ ■ • , U„) is a simplex of N, it has already been observed in the

proof of the theorem that no two of the U,"s lie in the same tf/, and that,

assuming the set {{/„, • • • , U„} to be ordered so that the corresponding

°U'-s appear in their natural order, then

i-l

vt e n st(»„ A:"»<«+1')\st°(Pj, A,m(j>+1»),
3=0

where Uj€^fmij). To demonstrate that (vD , ■ • • , vDl)=(v0, ■ ■ • ,vn) is

a simplex ofS^), one must find simplices a', ■ • • , a0 of Kn), ■ ■ ■ ,B'(K){1)

such that

(1) Irr^lr/*-1! for lgs<t,
(2) (a'-s)°nfis(A)V0, and
(3) tv=(o-i-m(i))°n£'-mu»(A)°.
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Now. it must be true that some simplex of B"(K) contains al! the f/s for

which >n(i)^s, the reason being that since f] {st°(p, Kt,+1))\m(i)fZs}ji

0, there is a point x in it and, for each i, a simplex A; of A"<s+1) which

contains vt and whose interior contains x. However, there is only one

simplex of Ku^v whose interior contains .v, so these must all be the same.

But since all the r,'s in question are in BS(K), since a simplex of Kta)

either lies in BS(K) or has exactly one vertex in K{3~1)0, and since each

simplex of K{s-V lies in one of K{'\ there is a simplex of BS(K) containing

all the r/s with m(i)^s, as was to be shown. Now, let A' be a simplex of

A" containing all the vfs. Since any simplex of X111 containing all r/s must

meet A', the intersection is in (A')(1), so there is a simplex o-' of (A')(1)

containing all of them. Since any simplex of (A')m is a face of one with a

vertex in (A')°, a' may be chosen to have a vertex in (A')°. An induction

establishes the necessary sequence a1, a'^1, ■ ■ ■ , a0 satisfying (!)-(3)

above so (v0, •••,»„) is a simplex of S(A') and hence of 5(^y, so the

vertex map extends to a simplicial one of N into S(A"1).

On the other side, if (»0) • ■ • , vn) is a simplex of S(A\), then the defini-

tion of S(A",) gives immediately that if U(v,) = st°{vi, Ktmli)+iy), where

m(i) is the first integer m for which vt is a vertex of Kim), then Hilo U^i)*6

0 , so (U(v0), • • • , U(vH)) is a simplex of N. The simplicial map is thus an

isomorphism, and the proof, complete.
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